FABIAN AND CLAUDE WALTER GALERIE
ANGELA LYN IN THE BLUE

Angela Lyn and Fabian & Claude Walter Galerie
step forward to engage with their audience in an
innovative approach to the function of a gallery
exhibition. Within the evocative presence of her
new series of paintings in the blue, reflecting on
the uncertainty of our time, the artist transforms
the gallery into a gathering place where participants are invited to take an active role in response to the exhibition theme.

It is our pleasure to host

BLUE TAPESTRY

IDEAL SPACES
with Dominik Rinnhofer
weaving the Analog and the Digital
Ideal Spaces seek creative and practical solutions to imminent issues of space, community
and urban design. Provoking dialogue and imagination by combining tangible architecture with
the fine arts here results in the generation of new
worlds full of potential.
Blue Tapestry
is a collaboration between Angela Lyn and Ideal Spaces; a time-based painting and projection
mapping installation which challenges conceptions of space, identity and ‘the real’. By combining Angela’s oil paintings, ethereal landscapes
and carefully observed fragments of trees, with
the sprawling digital tapestries created by Ideal
Spaces, worlds collide and come to life, moving
across each other in the gallery space to provoke, immerse and generate discourse.

Friday, February 28 2020
17.00
Introduction: Ulrich Gehmann
CEO Ideal Spaces
Performance in dialogue with the works
Text: Angela Lyn
Music: Jesse Bannister
Please register by February 18
a.lyn@angelalyn.com
Limited space
Language: English and German

Dominik Rinnhofer, collaborating with Ideal
Spaces, is an international media artist and pro-

fessor for game design at the Macromedia University of Applied Sciences Stuttgart.
He is interested in the combination of different
methods and creates works that are interdisciplinary between art forms and technologies.
Blurring the boundaries between nature and humanity, analogue and digital, he moves in the
limbo between these fields.
Jesse Bannister is a unique musician and
composer from the UK. He is respected as the
leading Indian Saxophonist in Europe. Since
2015 he has been collaborating with Angela Lyn
in various exhibition and museum projects.
www.jessebannister.co.uk

ANGELA LYN www.angelalyn.com

Ulrich Gehmann, CEO and Founder of Ideal Spaces
Laura Welsman, Mres. BA
https://www.idealspaces.org
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